#NewLifeat25

Gift of Life

The Greatness of a Community is that they give so that Others Can Live.

NEW LIFE MOM/ DAD

Be a NEWLIFE MUM/DAD by sending a financial or in-kind gift of KES 5000 and above every month.

DONATE A LOVE HAMPER

Drop Love Hampers: Food Supplies, Cleaning Supplies or Nursing Supplies at any time.

BIRTHDAY WISH FUND

Send the little one smiles with a contribution of KES. 2000 every month to enable us to celebrate the children’s birthdays in all the homes.

NEW LIFE BUDDY

Be a NEWLIFE BUDDY by sending what you can spare each

GIVING TUESDAYS

Giving Tuesday is the global day of giving. Celebrate and support generosity and philanthropy across the world by giving us any amount every Tuesday.

M PESA
PayBill No: 923700
Account: Newlife25

Swift Address: NINCKENA
Sort Code: 41-12

EMAIL: celebrating25@newlifehometrust.org Tel: 0722 406064 | 0733 221176 Web: www.newlifehometrust.org